INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
GUCCI DIVE
AUTOMATIC WATCHES
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INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP
The watches of the Gucci Dive collection are delivered with an additional
strap, featuring an interchangeable system and specific tool to facilitate
strap changes.
Illustration 1 and 2: removing the strap

Place the watch flat, insert the point of the
tool into the specific housing, and push
inward.
1.

Remove the strap from its housing, and
then repeat the operation on the other
part of the strap.
2.
3

Illustration 3 and 4: fitting the strap

Take one part of the new strap, and
carefully position it as shown in image 3.

3.

Insert the point of the tool into the specific
housing, and push inward to slide the bar
into its allocated position: then repeat the
operation on the other part of the strap.
Make sure that the strap is secured on both
sides.
4.
Note: position the short part of the strap at 12 o'clock, and the long part
at 6 o'clock.
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WARRANTY
Gucci offers a 2 year international warranty for its timepieces, valid from
the date of purchase. The warranty is only valid if the warranty certificate
has been duly completed by the dealer upon purchase. The warranty
certificate must include the name or model number, the serial number, and
the date of purchase. The warranty covers any fault arising from defective
parts or a manufacturing flaw.
For any service or repair operation, your Gucci watch must only be
entrusted to one of our Gucci watch branch repair centers, as listed at the
end of this warranty booklet.
The Gucci watch branch reserves the right to repair or replace components
required for your watch to function correctly.
The warranty does not cover:
- damage or faults caused by an accident, inappropriate use or
negligence
- damage caused by normal wear of the case, the strap and its buckle, the
crown, the bezel or the crystal
- normal wear and ageing of any material
- use of the watch not in accordance with the general recommendations
on the next page
- the watch, or one of its components, if it has undergone an operation by
a third party other than a Gucci watch branch
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General recommendations
To ensure your watch provides complete satisfaction for many years to
come, please follow the instructions listed below:
- Avoid placing your watch near devices generating strong magnetic
fields.
- Wherever possible avoid any impact that might damage your watch or
affect its running.
- Avoid exposing your watch to extreme temperatures or temperature
variations (solar radiation, halogen spotlight, etc.).
- Avoid direct contact with solvents, detergents, perfumes, mosquito
repellent or any chemicals, since they may damage your watch’s
components.
- The water resistance of your watch has been tested to at least a pressure
of 30 bar, approximately corresponding to a depth of 300 meters.
However, the absolute water resistance of a watch may not be
permanently guaranteed. It may be affected by ageing of the gaskets,
accidental impact on the crown or crystal and other external factors.
We recommend having your watch’s water resistance tested by a Gucci
watch branch repair center once a year.
- Never operate the crown when the watch is wet or underwater to
prevent water penetrating into the case.
- Use soapy water and a soft brush for cleaning the rubber strap and the
water resistant case. Rinse with clean water to eliminate washing residue.
Never use cleaning agents. Wipe down with a soft cloth.
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-

Always rinse your watch in lukewarm water after use in a saline or
chlorinated environment (sea water, swimming pool).
When changing the strap, make sure that the bar is correctly repositioned
in its housing in order to ensure that the strap is secure.

Natural materials
Strap made from leather and other skins, straps made from natural
materials:
Since these materials are natural, be sure to protect your strap from
prolonged exposure to the sun and moisture, so as not to alter its shape
and color.
Avoid immersion situations such as wearing when swimming.
The characteristics of natural materials mean that their structure and
irregularities may be visible, which makes each piece unique and exclusive.

Protecting the environment
Spent watch components must not be disposed of in the
rubbish bin, but be recycled properly, in accordance with
current national laws. We recommend in particular taking
them back to your outlet.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Instructions for watches with GP3300 Sowind Manufacture automatic
movement.

Display and functions

1 Hour

5 Screwed crown

2 Minute
3 Date

6 Power reserve
indicator at 5 o'clock

4 Unidirectional rotating bezel

7 Small second at 9 o'clock
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Automatic watches draw their energy from an oscillating weight activated
by the natural movements of your wrist. This winds the watch.
The minimum power reserve is 46 hours. If the watch has stopped (e.g. if it
has not been worn for a long time or in case of limited activity), it must be
wound manually – unlock the screwed crown by turning it anti-clockwise to
position I, and rotate the crown a few times clockwise. Then press the crown
in while simultaneously turning it clockwise to screw it back into position 0.
Note: the accuracy of the time is influenced by how the watch is worn.
Normal running position: crown in position 0, screwed against the case.
Correcting the date: unscrew the crown and pull it out to position II. Turn it
clockwise until the desired date is displayed.
Push the crown back into position I and screw it back into position 0.
During this operation, your watch will keep running, so the time does not
need to be corrected.
Setting the watch time: unscrew and pull out the crown to position III, the
second hand will stop. Turn the crown clockwise or anti-clockwise to the
desired time.
Push the crown back into position I and screw it back into position 0.
After any setting, be sure to screw the crown carefully back into position 0
to keep your watch water resistant.
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Make sure that the date changes at midnight, and not at midday.
NB: do not correct the date between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m. because this may
damage the movement.
Screwed crown
Make sure that the crown is always pushed and screwed back into
position 0 (normal running position) once used, to prevent moisture or dust
penetrating into the case.
To do so, press the crown in against the case while turning clockwise to
return it to position 0.
Important: this operation is essential to ensure your watch's water resistance.
Unidirectional rotating bezel
The rotating bezel is used to measure dive times – or more precisely to
monitor them.
As a safety measure, the rotating bezel turns only one way.
Use – Measuring short time periods
Align the luminescent mark of the rotating bezel with the minute hand.
You will be able to read the elapsed time on the rotating bezel’s minute
graduation.
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Power reserve
The power reserve indicator shows the current winding status of the
timepiece.
Luminescent display
The hands, indexes and guide-mark on the rotating bezel are partly
covered with SuperLuminova ®, which charges up in a few seconds in light
for prolonged visibility in darkness.
Important note
Water resistant to 300 meters (30 ATM / 1000 feet), your Gucci Dive
collection watch meets standard ISO 6425 and Swiss watchmaking
standards NIHS 92-11 specific to diver watches.
However, your watch is not suitable for deep dives.
We recommend you avoid swimming with a leather strap, in order to
prevent accelerated wear.
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